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Regular or Scaled? 

-  You will see 2 folders in the archive. The "Scaled" folder is the Mod with scaled down units, and the other is with regular  scaling so I've 

 given everyone the choice to use scaled or unscaled units.  

- Mind that the Scaled has some minor visual bugs which will be fixed in future releases. 

-  As of version 1.02, there are more re-scaled effects than last last version, most of them are TEC related, rest will follow. 

 

How to install/play: 

-  Copy the folder "Infinite Space x.xxx" and Infinite Space x.xxx Scaled" to  

 "C:\Documents\my games\Ironclad Games\Sins of a Solar Empire Rebellion\Mods-Rebellion vx.xxx" 

- Run SoaSE:Rebellion and go to Options > Mods and select the mod you want to play: "Infinite Space x.xxx"  or 

  "Infinite Space x.xxx Scaled" 

- Enable Mod. 

- The mod is now enabled and you should be able to play. 

- Enjoy! 

 

How to use Galaxy Forge with Infinite Space planets: 

-  Copy the folder “Galaxy Forge IS x.xxx" to any location on your computer. 

- Run "Galaxy Forge.exe" 

 

Looking for people who make maps! 

-  If you have made maps for with Infinite Space, feel free to share them with me via email ( infinitespacemod@outlook.com ), chances are 

 your map(s) will be in the next version !  
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List of changes (all versions): 

Here's a complete list of changes which Infinite Space implements. As for the decrease in fighters/bombers for the TEC and Advent 

factions: they have been reduced to counter late game lag. Hull, armor and damage output have been adjusted accordingly. 

Research regarding planet upgrades has been balanced a bit. Vasari had planet upgrade research for Volcanic Planets which 

increases the population significantly. This research now also upgrades Barren and Carbon planets (Extreme Conditions Planets). 

TEC and Advent get a few more levels in population research to balance this out, check the faction specific changes. 

As of Rebellion 1.1/Infinite Space 1.02, competitive maps now have correct icons, previously they used the vanilla icons. The maps 

will have all my textures but will only contain the vanilla planet types: Garden, Desert, Ice, Volcanic and Gas. 

Graphical enhancements/changes: 

- Main menu has been modified. 

- Planet bonuses have icons now. 

- Replaced Green star with a White star. 

- Added an orange star. 

- New planet textures for most planet types (74 new planets in total!) 

- Normal sphere for dwarf planets: original dwarf planet looks like a golf ball. 

- New colored skyboxes (refer to credits!). 

- Re-added the vanilla Rebellion skyboxes 

- New planet rendering making planets more realistic and visually appealing. 

- Modified planet glow effect 

- Added a slight bloom effect to planet glow 

- New multiple star effect. 

- Added orbiting moons for planets (these are eye-candy only!). 

 They only are visible when the option “show asteroids” is active! 

-  Scaled units  (has some visual bugs, refer to Regular or Scaled). 

General Gameplay: 

- Increased maximum star bases in Gas Giant gravity well from 1 to 2. 

- Maximum number of super-weapons decreased to 1 per 6 gravity-wells controlled by player. 

- Ship speeds have been decreased by one step: fast speeds are now normal speeds, normal speeds are now slow 

speeds, gives the game a larger feeling. 

- Each faction can build up to 26 capital ships. 

- All Light Carriers have been removed from the game, this is to make capital carriers more viable and also as a measure 

against late game lag (light carrier spam). 

- All Light Carrier research has been removed so the AI will not research it. 

TEC : 

- TEC Starbase now deals Anti-Fighter damage. 

- KOL Battleship now deals Anti-Fighter damage. 

- KOL Battleship heavy lasers buffed by 25%. 

- Sova Carrier now has a maximum of 11 squadrons at level 10. 

- Fighter Squadrons reduced from 6 to 3 fighters. 

- Bomber Squadrons reduced from 5 to 3 bombers. 

- Arctic population research now adds +30% instead of 15% population in 4 levels. 

- Desert population research now adds +22.5% instead of 15% population in 3 levels. 
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Advent : 

- Advent Starbase now dealsAnti-Fighter damage. 

- Radiance Battleship now deals Anti-Fighter damage. 

- Halcyon Carrier now has a maximum of 11 squadrons at level 10. 

- Halcyon Carrier now has Mine Layer Squadron. 

- Fighter Squadrons reduced from 9 to 4 fighters. 

- Bomber Squadrons reduced from 7 to 3 bombers.  

- Desert population research now adds +45% population instead of 30% in 3 levels per upgrade. 

 

Vasari : 

- Vasari Starbase now deals Anti-Fighter damage. 

- Kortul Battleship now deals Anti-Fighter damage. 

- Skirantra Carrier now has a maximum of 11 squadrons at level 10. 

- Volcanic (now Extreme Conditions or E.C.) now upgrades population of Carbon, Barren and Volcanic Planets instead of 

only Volcanic Planets by +60% in 2 levels per upgrade. 

Economy : 

- Metal extraction rates increased from 0.4 to 0.54 

- Metal refinery rates increased to from 0.060 to 0.078 

- Crystal extraction rates increased to from 0.4 to 0.46 

- Crystal refinery rates increased to from 0.060 to 0.066 

- The tax per population has been decreased from 0.025 to 0.014 per one population, this is a dramatic decrease to 

compensate with slightly increased extractor rates and population caps. 

- Players receive 33% resources from scuttled buildings instead of 30%. 

- Gas Giants hold a maximum of 7 resource extractors. 

- Ice Giants hold a maximum of 5 resource extractors. 

 

Colonization : 

- Gas/Ice Giants can be colonized; they require tier 5 civic research. 

 Gas/Ice Giants have a maximum population of 10 and 1500 HP. 

 +10 more tactical slots to defend the larger gravity well 

 They always have He3 deposits, due to different environments, mining operations come at a much 

higher cost, but because of its abundance, it also increases the maximum population by 100 (attracting 

a lot of mining businesses).  

 They may contain a very rare gas Voxylium that attracts a huge mining operations (Level 2 bonus). 

- Home planets maximum population is decreased from 500 (Infinite Space v0.981 and higher) to the regular maximum 

population, now moving your home planet is more viable due to some planets having much higher population/planet 

bonuses. 

- Temperate Planets research upgrades: Garden, Forest and Oceanic Planets. 

- Arctic Planets research upgrades: Ice and Hydrocarbon Planets. 

- Desert Planets research upgrades: Desert Planet. 

- Extreme Conditions Planets research upgrades: Volcanic, Barren and Carbon Planets. 

- The starting population (when you colonize a planet) has been increased from 0.5% to 1% of the maximum population. 

- Planet health on colonize has been increased from 200 to 500. 

Level -1 bonuses 

These are mostly negative, affecting planet population/growth and planet development. They are detected by initial planet scans, 

and range from greenhouse effect to a weak magnetic field. 

Level 0 bonuses 

These are discovered by initial survey teams and can be positive and negative, affecting population/growth and planet 

development. These range from a hazardous atmosphere to bio-hydrocarbon algae. 
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Level 1 and 2 bonuses 

These are discovered by survey teams specialized in mining and resources. They are always positive and affect maximum 

population and trade income.  

These resources range from platinum to copper to uranium, each resource attracts businesses depending on how abundant it is. 

Allegiance : 

- Allegiance gain from culture has been dramatically increased from 0.10 to 0.50, i.e. if you have a planet with 90% 

allegiance, you can get 140% allegiance. This will make culture more powerful. 

- Allegiance levels have been altered to 150% on your home planet (200% with culture!), 100% on the second planet, 

decreasing with 10% each planet hop.  

AI (Computer) : 

- AI will not build mines!  

- AI will upgrade their star bases significantly, regardless the AI type. 

- AI will upgrade their planets more, regardless the AI type. 

Other thingsImplemented from other mods in Infinite Space : 

- Parts of Gurkoz SinSounds Mod found here. 

- Some skyboxes from SoA2 Mod found here. 

- Orbiting moons, thanks to HammerSun. 

- A small bugfix from 1.1 which was cracking my skull, thanks GoaFan77! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wincustomize.com/explore/sins_mods/78
http://forums.sinsofasolarempire.com/371686
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Thanks! 

I want to thank you for downloading Infinite Space for Sins of a Solar Empire: Rebellion!  It keeps me motivated to see many users are downloading 

the mod. 

I hope everyone enjoys Infinite Space as much as I like to change and create new content for it! 

Don't forget the follow me on twitter (@infinitspacemod), watch me on ModDb and check my blog (http://axeldude3.wordpress.com/) for more 

updates! 

- Axel 

 


